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In this letter dated 1787, we can read, “We have now a pretty 
good library here, and Don Carlos is amusing himself with the 
arranging of it.”

RAISING THE PROFILE 
The Scottish Catholic Archives 

The Scottish Catholic 
Archives is the 
National Archives of 
the Catholic Church 
in Scotland. We hold 
the historic 
collections of the 
Church, which were 
moved to Edinburgh 
from St Mary’s 
College, Blairs near 
Aberdeen in 1958 
with the opening of 
the Archives.  
 
The Archives also 
holds, on deposit, 
the records of seven 
out of the eight 
Scottish Dioceses. 
The Archdiocese of 
Glasgow maintains 
its own collection. In 

addition, the Scottish Catholic Archives is home to many gifts 
and deposits from various Scottish Catholic institutions and 
individuals. To support the manuscript material, we also have an 
extensive library of some 10,000 items. Much of this material will 
be found elsewhere, but its proximity to the manuscripts has 
proved invaluable to readers over the years. 
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guarded, and make it into the Scottish Catholic Archives for future 
generations to study.  
 
While our core funding is provided by the Church, in common with 
many other institutions we find it necessary to look for grants to 
undertake larger projects and upgrades to the service. Recent 
awards include a grant from the National Manuscripts Conservation 
Trust for preservation work on some of the Blairs Letters. 
 
‘The Blairs Letters contain material which is of significance to local, 

national and international historical studies. The correspondence 
includes the Catholic perspective surrounding the Revolution of 1689 
and represents one of the most important sources of Jacobite 
evidence, due to the paramount role of the Innes brothers at the 
Scots College Paris, in the affairs of the exiled Stuarts. They both 
complement and enhance the Stuart Papers in the Royal Archives at 
Windsor. The 18th 
century period is 
particularly rich in 
understanding the 
ways in which the 
Catholic Church in 
Scotland recovered 
from the effects of the 
Reformation and 
established 
seminaries in 
Scotland, and the 
abrupt end to which 
the long established 
relationship with 
France came in 1792 
when church 
properties at Paris 
and Douai were 
confiscated by the 
Revolutionary 
Government.’ 
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Other recent projects have included an exhibition in Regensburg, 
Germany to mark 800 years of Irish-Scottish culture in the area. The 
Papal Bull of 1177, issued by Pope Alexander III, to the Abbot if the 
Scots Benedictine Monastery of St James at Ratisbon (Regensburg) 
guaranteeing his lands, is the Scottish Catholic Archives’ oldest 
document, and some 800 years after its granting, it returned to 
Regensburg for temporary display in the exhibition.  
 
As well as exhibitions and projects, the SCA participates in a 
programme of internships run by the University of Edinburgh 
Scottish Studies Department, whereby students complete a practical 
project combining historical studies and an introduction to archive 
work as part of their Masters Degree. We also take students on 
placement from the Glasgow University Archive course, and last 
summer took a placement from the University of the Sorbonne in 
Paris. We are able to offer a range of pre-course students and 
volunteers practical experience, and it is hoped to set up a Friends 
Group in the next year.  
 Caroline Cradock, Assistant Archivist

0131 556 3661 caroline@catholic-heritage.net

mailto:caroline@catholic-heritage.net
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News from the NLS:  
Fife double in Poetry competition 

There was a one-two for Kirkcaldy 
at the National Library of Scotland 
last night as the winners were 
announced in the 2007 Callum Mac
(CMMA) for poetry pamphlet publishing

The winning entry came fr
Menopausal Bedtime Rhymes, a colle
that most delicate of times. Akros Public
prize for William Hershaw’s Fifty Fife So

The Callum Macdonald Mem
recognition of publishing skill and eff
pamphlets. The award was created by
Scottish literary publisher Callum Macd

The award also aims to enco
printed material of this kind and all en
into the collections of the National Libr
find out more about pamphlet po
www.scottish-pamphlet-poetry.com

************** 
ELISA Programme of Library Visits 
City of Edinburgh Council Library 
Tuesday 29th May 10.30. Booking
gilly.dennis@edinburgh.gov.uk

************** 
Book your place at the CILIPS Annua
2007) 
http://www.slainte.org.uk/files/pdf/cilips/

************** 
Forthcoming courses at Publishing
Scottish Publishers Association), the n
and development, including e-marketin
reading. Please visit http://www.scotti
details. To book a 
katherine.naish@publishingscotland.or
6866.  

************** 
The BBC campaigns eletter for librar
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Tale; How we built Britain. Useful con
Reading Agency) 
� Genevieve Clarke (for new

genevieve.clarke@readingagency.
0871 750 2104 

� Gary McKeone (for news on Bre
campaigns) 
gary.mckeone@googlemail.com
020 8670 8824  

� For signup, contact and d
resources@readingagency.org.uk
0207 278 8922 
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Fruit and water at the 
ELISA Open Day 
provided through 
sponsorship of Sue Hill 
Recruitment, a 
specialist recruitment 
agency for the LIS 
sector www.suehill.com
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ELISA Open Day 2007 
Held in the National Library of Scotland on Tuesday 15th May, this 
annual event for members of the ELISA community proved to be a 
success. Prior to the report coming out, have a look at the 
photographic record “Hello magazine style”  on the ELISA website 
www.edinburghlibrariesagency.info

Plans for Edinburgh’s Festival of Libraries are forging ahead. A 
group of four volunteers are organising the stalls and exhibits and 
we hope to attract about 40 different services and projects.  Another 
group of four are in the process of putting together an excellent 
programme of talks and events that will run throughout the day. 
These elements should be finalised by July. A crucial factor in 
making this event a success will our publicity campaign and how we 
reach the general public – not just the library users but also the 
Saturday shoppers! We need all ideas on board to help us make this 
a successful publicity campaign. We would be looking at 
publicising libraries in Edinburgh not particular services. Please send 
your ideas to wendy.ball@edinburgh.gov.uk …. We want to know … 
who should we be sending fliers to? Where should we be leaving 
publicity material? What kind of media should we use to publicise the 
event? What contacts can you let us have? What free (but dignified) 
stunts should we undertake? What in-kind help can you give? I look 
forward to hearing from you.  
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